A rare common integration site of proviruses of the mouse mammary tumor virus in P-type mammary tumors of mouse strain GR.
The mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) can induce mammary tumors in mice by proviral activation of the cellular oncogenes int-1 or int-2. Activation of these genes, however, is observed in only a few hormone- and pregnancy-dependent mammary tumors of the mouse strain GR. To study the possible involvement of other oncogenes we cloned three MMTV proviral-host fragments (MT 40, 42, and 53) from different mammary tumors of GR with a single acquired MMTV provirus. From a genomic library of normal mouse DNA we isolated phages with insert DNAs that covered 20-30 kb of the uninterrupted regions. Suitable probes devoid of repetitive DNA sequences were isolated in order to screen other mammary tumors for MMTV proviral integrations in these regions. Only two mammary tumors, MT 40 and 42, showed integration of extra MMTV proviruses within the same region. The integrations occurred only 60 bp apart. The other mammary tumors, however, did not contain MMTV proviral integrations in this region, nor in the MT 53 region. Using mouse-hamster somatic cell hybrid DNA, the MT 40/42 integration region was assigned to mouse chromosome 7, and the second region, MT 53, to chromosome 16. The two regions bear no homology to known cellular oncogenes. We did not observe any mRNA being expressed from these cloned segments either in tumors or in normal mammary glands. These findings indicate that plaque(P)-type mammary tumors in mouse strain GR do not originate from MMTV provirus insertions in a particularly favored integration region, but that there may be a variety of integration sites in these tumors.